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The 4 Percent Universe Dark
Ars' Edge of Knowledge series looks at important aspects of our Universe that we still understand poorly, like dark matter and the origin of life. This week, our host Paul Sutter bravely ventures into ...
An astrophysicist explains the often-misunderstood nature of dark energy
The Large Hadron Collider is scheduled to restart in just a few weeks, and scientists are ready to resume experiments that could explain mysteries of existence — including the invisible particles that ...
Scientists hope upgraded atom-smasher can crack mysteries of the universe
Scientists call 95 percent of the universe “dark” whatever and have no idea ... on the origin of evil, suggests; Four logical premises…” If God is omnipotent, all things must occur ...
Are scientists the new God?
Stellar heated gas and dust has an entropy, or information content, with an equivalent energy of 1070 joules, directly comparable to the mc2 equivalent energy of the universe baryon mass. In a study ...
Information energy accounts for dark energy, resolves Hubble tension, avoids the 'big chill,' and is falsifiable
The new planet completed an orbit every 4 ... percent of all worlds. That doesn’t sound like much, but it could easily mean there are a billion hot Jupiters in the Milky Way alone! Our universe ...
Queen guitarist Brian May explains how we discovered exoplanets in new book, Bang!!
If you love stargazing, visit one of these 9 dark sky parks and reserves—including Great Basin National Park and Galloway Forest Park—around the world.
9 Incredible Dark Sky Parks and Reserves Around the World
Mnemo Therapeutics, a biotechnology company developing transformational immunotherapies, today announced a publication in Cell Reports that demonstrates peptides derived from transposable elements ...
Landmark Publication Further Validates Approach to Expand the Potential Universe of Cancer-specific Targets by Probing the "Grey Genome"
Calibrated supernova data indicate a Hubble constant that is about 8 percent ... of the visible universe around us, and we know how much normal matter there is, including galaxies and stars. “So you ...
An Invisible Mirror World Might Be Making Our Universe Expand, Scientists Say
Avi Loeb, astronomy’s resident bad boy, suggests the universe may have been created in a laboratory. Our supposed creators, Loeb writes in an op-ed published in Scientific American last year, may have ...
Aliens Created Our Universe in a Lab, Scientist Suggests
Firing α-particles — which we now know are identical to a helium-4 nucleus ... NASA now estimates dark energy to account for 68 percent of the Universe's matter/energy content.
10 Physics Experiments That Changed Our View Of the Universe
Fermions make up the matter in the universe, while bosons carry the forces between them. The fermions are further divided into three generations of four particles ... of dark matter, which has ...
The Future Circular Collider: Can It Unlock Mysteries Of The Universe?
Every Marvel Cinematic Universe project released during Phase Four so far has referenced the Blip in one way or another, which is understandable when Thanos wiping out half of all living creatures ...
Haunting MCU theory imagines how the Blip affected Daredevil
Fallout's history and timeline are absolutely fascinating, but close examination yields more than a few inconsistencies and plot holes.
Fallout: Things That Make No Sense About The Timeline
The large-cap universe is determined by selecting stocks with a market cap greater than the average for the overall universe. Typically, a lower percentage ... for the latest four quarters ...
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